
10200 Pikara
Gunsmoke

1020038
1020035
T680-1               Cocktail Table

Sofa
Love Seat

T680-3               End Table
R141002            Rug
L406894            Lamps (Pair)

92 x 40 x 37
68 x 40 x 37

5 x 7

T680-1

R141002

*Tables, rugs and lamps in picture may not be stocked items

T680-3

With rich faux leather upholstery
beautifully surrounding the plush
padded arms and deep divided
bustle back design, the stylish
contemporary look of the
“Pikara-Gunsmoke” upholstery
collection flawlessly enhances
the décor of any living area

L406894



13000 Milari
Linen

1300038
1300035
T160-13            3 pk. Tables

Sofa
Love Seat

R170002            Rug
L429354            Lamps (Pair)

90 x 39 x 39
67 x 39 x 39

5 x 7.75

T160-13

L429354

*Tables, rugs and lamps in picture may not be stocked items

R170002

The Milari - Linen upholstery
collection presents an elegant
look with a vintage casual flair.
Subtle details that make all the
difference in its divine style
include rolled arms with nailhead
trim and turned feet in a dark
finish.



1420038            Sofa
1420035            Love Seat
T204-13             3 pk. Tables
R275002            Rug
L409294            Lamps (Pair)
1420021            Oversz’d Swl Chair

90 x 36 x 39
67 x 36 x 39

4.5 x 6.5

58 x 54 x 39

14200 Masoli
Cobblestone
The exciting two-tone
contemporary design of the
“Masoli-Cobblestone” upholstery
collection features soft upholster
fabric surrounding the plush
supportive seat cushions
beautifully accented by the black
faux leather upholstery adorned
with stylish stitch details.

T204-13

R275002

L409294

*Tables, rugs and lamps in picture may not be stocked items

1420021



1420117            RAF Chaise
1420166            LAF Sofa

Chaise Complete Sofa
T296-13             3 pk. Tables
R339002           Rug
L311154            Lamps (Pair)
1420121            Oversz’d Swl Chair

45 x 73 x 39
80 x 36 x 39

5 x 7.5

58 x 54 x 39

14201 Masoli
Mocha
The exciting two-tone
contemporary design of the
“Masoli-Mocha” upholstery
collection features soft upholstery
fabric surrounding the plush
supportive seat cushions
beautifully accented by the brown
faux leather upholstery adorned
with stylish stitch details.

T296-13

R339002

L311154

*Tables, rugs and lamps in picture may not be stocked items

1420121



1420138
1420135
T296-13             3 pk. Tables
R339002

Sofa
Love Seat

Rug
L311154             Lamps (Pair)
1420121             Oversz’d Swl Chair

90 x 36 x 39
67 x 36 x 39

5 x 7.5

58 x 54 x 39

14201 Masoli
Mocha
The exciting two-tone
contemporary design of the
“Masoli-Mocha” upholstery
collection features soft upholstery
fabric surrounding the plush
supportive seat cushions
beautifully accented by the brown
faux leather upholstery adorned
with stylish stitch details.

*Tables, rugs and lamps in picture may not be stocked items

T296-13

R339002

L311154



1600138
1600135
T238-13             3 pk. Tables
R371002

Sofa
Love Seat

Rug
L118824            Lamps (Pair)

84 x 38 x 38
84 x 38 x 38

5 x 7

16001 Deshan
Chocolate
The “Deshan-Chocolate”
upholstery collection features
sleek set-back track arms along
with comfortable box seat
cushions and a plush pillow back
all surrounded with a soft
upholstery fabric which brings the
exciting look of Metro Modern
furniture to a new level of comfort
perfect for any living area.

T238-13

R371002

L118824



20100 Alliston
DuraBlend Salsa
DuraBlend®/Match upholstery
features DuraBlend® upholstery in
the seating areas with skillfully
matched vinyl everywhere else.
.

2010038
2010035
T286-13             3 pk. Tables
R317002

Sofa
Love Seat

Rug
L117914            Lamps (Pair)

93 x 39 x 38
71 x 39 x 38

5 x 7

T286-13

R317002

L117914

*Tables, rugs and lamps in picture may not be stocked items



20100 Alliston
Salsa
DuraBlend®/Match upholstery
features DuraBlend® upholstery in
the seating areas with skillfully
matched vinyl everywhere else.

2010016
2010067

Chaise Complete Sofa
2010008            Ottoman

T007-371           Chairside

LAF Corner Chaise
RAF Sofa

R317002            Rug

L117914            Lamps (Pair)

35 x 85 x 38
85 x 39 x 38

37 x 37 x 19
5 x 7

T007-371

R317002

L117914

*Tables, rugs and lamps in picture may not be stocked items

2010008



20101 Alliston
Durablend
Chocolate

2010138
2010135
T165-13             3 pk. Tables

Sofa
Love Seat

R241002            Rug
L117914            Lamps (Pair)

93 x 39 x 38
71 x 39 x 38

5 x 7.25

T165-13

L117914

*Tables, rugs and lamps in picture may not be stocked items

R241002

With the supportive back and seat
cushions stylishly adorned with
tufted detailing along with the
thick padded arms, the “Alliston
DuraBlend®-Chocolate”
upholstery collection features rich
DuraBlend® upholstery that
beautifully enhances the sleek
contemporary design without
sacrificing the comfort you desire



20101 Alliston
DuraBlend
Chocolate

2010116
2010167

Chaise Complete Sofa
2010108             Ottoman
R241002

LAF Corner Chaise
RAF Sofa

Rug
T133-7                Chairside End

35 x 85 x 38
85 x 39 x 38

37 x 37 x 19
5 x 7

DuraBlend®/Match upholstery
features DuraBlend® upholstery
in the seating areas with skillfull
matched vinyl everywhere else.

T133-7

R241002

2010108

*Tables, rugs and lamps in picture may not be stocked items



38300 Montgomery
Mocha

3830038
3830035
T317-13              3 pk. Tables
R191012

Sofa
Love Seat

Rug
L206914             Lamps (Pair)

92 x 40 x 39
68 x 40 x 39

5 x 7

With a sweeping traditional style
surrounding a comfortable
supportive design, the
"Montgomery-Mocha" upholstery
collection creates a warm and
inviting atmosphere perfect for any
home.

T317-13

R191012

L206914

*Tables, rugs and lamps in picture may not be stocked items



3920038
3920035
T265-13            3 pk. Tables

Sofa
Love Seat

R364002            Rug
L311154            Lamps (Pair)

100 x 41 x 39
76 x 41 x 39

5 x 7

T265-13

L311154

*Tables, rugs and lamps in picture may not be stocked items

R364002

The Del Rio DuraBlend collection
blends a sweeping contemporary
design with a look of casual
comfort that is perfect for your
living room or family room.

39200 Del Rio
Sedona



39500 Mindy
Indigo

3950038
3950035
T281-13           3 pk. Tables

Sofa
Love Seat

R280002            Rug
L123884            Lamps (Pair)

90 x 40 x 38
70 x 40 x 38

5.25 x 7.5

T281-13

L123884

*Tables, rugs and lamps in picture may not be stocked items

R280002

A cozy and contemporary
ensemble for your living room,
the Mindy - Indigo collection feels
just like home.



39804 Jessa
Place Chocolate

T594-3

R346002

T594-7
T594-4L121844 T594-1

3980416
3980434
3980467            RF Sofa

LF Chaise
Armess LS

Chaise Complete Sectional
3980408            Ottoman
R346002            Rug
L121844            Lamps (Pair)
T594-3               End Table
T594-7               Chairside Table
T594-1               Cocktail Table
T594-4               Sofa/Console Table

41 x 62 x 36
64 x 38 x 36
92 x 38 x 36

40 x 40 x 20
5 x 7

The Jessa Place sectional sofa
collection is a casual and
contemporary furniture group for
living room and family room use.
Designed for homes that seek a
soft and homey aura.



55300 Barcelona
Antique

5530038
5530035
T382-8               Round Cocktail

Sofa
Love Seat

T382-6               Round End
T382-7               Chairside
L206914               Lamps (Pair)

86 x 39 x 39
63 x 39 x 39

With an elegant flowing design
featuring rich upholstery and
exquisite detailing, the "Barcelona
Antique" upholstery collection
captures the true beauty of grand
traditional styled furniture.100%
Vinyl

T382-8

T382-6

T382-7

*Tables, rugs and lamps in picture may not be stocked items

L206914



63602 Davante
Slate

6360238
6360235
T210-13              3 pk. Tablesl
R265002

Sofa
Love Seat

Rug
L202904             Lamps (Pair)

87 x 37 x 38
64 x 37 x 38

5 x 7

The casual contemporary styling
of the “Devante-Slate” upholstery
collection features beautifully
shaped arms adorned with panel
details along with the plush back
and supportive boxed seat
cushions embraced within the
deep-toned chenille upholstery
fabric to create a shining example
of the fusion of both style and
comfort.

T210-13

R265002

L202904

*Tables, rugs and lamps in picture may not be stocked items



70200 Zella
Charcoal

7020016
7020067

T592-1               Cocktail w/ Stls
T592-3

LAF Chaise
RAF Sofa
Chaise Complete Sofa

End Table
R219002            Rug
L411904            Lamps (Pair)

36 x 82 x 37
71 x 37 x 37

5 x 7

With a comfortable contemporary
design, the “Zella-Charcoal”
upholstery collection takes the
comfort of plush cushions and
soft upholstery fabric and creates
a sleek style with the shaped
arms subtle gray-toned
upholstery that enhances the
décor of any home.

T592-1

T592-3

R219002

*Tables, rugs and lamps in picture may not be stocked items

L411904



75001 Darcy
Salsa

7500138
7500135
T180-13             3 pk. Tables

Sofa
Love Seat

R215002            Rug
L318924            Lamps (Pair)

90 x 39 x 40
67 x 39 x 40

5 x 7

With the exciting contemporary
style of the sweeping padded
arms and plush pillow back
design, the sleek beauty of the
“Darcy-Salsa” upholstery
collection is sure to awaken the
décor of any home environment.

T180-13

R215002

L318924



75002 Darcy
Mocca

7500238
7500235
T213-13             3 pk. Tables

Sofa
Love Seat

R135002            Rug
L329584            Lamps (Pair)

90 x 39 x 40
67 x 39 x 40

5 x 7

With the exciting contemporary
style of the sweeping padded
arms and plush pillow back
design, the sleek beauty of the
“Darcy-Mocha” upholstery
collection is sure to awaken the
décor of any home environment.

T213-13

L329584

*Tables, rugs and lamps in picture may not be stocked items

R135002



75002 Darcy
Mocca

7500255
7500256

T213-13             3 pk. Tables

LAF LS Sect
RAF LS Sect
Complete Sectional Sofa

R135002            Rug
L329584            Lamps (Pair)

87 x 42 x 40
87 x 42 x 40

5 x 7

With the exciting contemporary
style of the sweeping padded
arms and plush pillow back
design, the sleek beauty of the
“Darcy-Mocha” upholstery
collection is sure to awaken the
décor of any home environment.

T213-13

L329584

*Tables, rugs and lamps in picture may not be stocked items

R135002



With the rustic beauty of the
warm brown finish enhancing the
replicated cherry grain along with
the deep black finish that features
golden rub through accenting, the
two-toned look of the
“Aimwell” bedroom collection
captures a vintage casual
atmosphere to enhance any
bedroom’s décor.

B136-57                                Q/F Headboard
B136-54                                Q Footboard
B136-96                                Q/K Rails

B136-31                                Dresser
B136-36                                Mirror
B136-92                                Night Stand
B136-46                                Chest

B136-57/54S/95/B100-13     Bed (Complete)

65 x 2 x 53
63 x 2 x 18
62 x 82 x 14

59 x 15 x 32
32 x 2 x 46
20 x 15 x 25
30 x 15 x 49

B136 Aimwell



B219-77                      Q/F Headboard Panel
B219-71                      Q/F Headboard Posts

B219-96                      Queen Rails

B219-31                      Dresser
B219-36                      Mirror
B219-92                      Night Stand
B219-46                      Chest

B219-74                      Q Footboard

B219-77/71/74/96       Bed (Complete)

61 x 3 x 30
8 x 6 x 58
72 x 6 x 36
62 x 81 x 18

63 x 16 x 34
36 x 2 x 47
25 x 16 x 24
34 x 16 x 54

With beautiful country design of
the "Bittersweet" bedroom
collection come to life with the
rustic flowing details and warm
inviting finishes to create the
ultimate in relaxing bedroom
decor. With the replicated pine
grain covering the raised panel
details perfectly complemented by
the antique color hardware with
brass color highlights, this
collection truly captures the
essence of Early American
country design. The decorative
scrolling vine accents perfectly
complete the overall atmosphere
of this country furniture. Create a
relaxing rustic getaway in your
home with the beautiful country
style of the "Bittersweet" bedroom
collection.

B219 Bittersweet



B291-157                  Q Mansion Headboard
B -164                  Q Mansion Footboard
B -98                    Q Rails and Slats

B -31                    Dresser
B -35                    Mirror
B -93                    Night Stand
B -46                    Chest

291
291

291
291
291
291

B291-157/164/98      Bed (Complete)

67 x 5 x 73
67 x 9 x 38
62 x 84 x 18

69 x 17 x 37
48 x 2 x 38
33 x 17 x 34
38 x 17 x 53

The dark finish and classic design of
the "Cavallino" bedroom collection
creates a traditional styled collection
that is sure to enhance the beauty
and atmosphere of any bedroom
decor. The replicated black paint
finish flows smoothly over the
traditional shaped moulding and
dentil accents to capture the
sophistication of great traditional
styled furniture. With a subtle
decorative pattern accenting some of
the panels beautifully complementing
the rich finish, the "Cavallino"
bedroom collection is an exceptional
addition to any home decor.

B291 Cavallino



B376-81                         Q Sleigh Bed
B -96                         Q Sleigh Rails

B -31                         Dresser
B -36                         Mirror
B -92                         Night Stand
B -46                         Chest

376

376
376
376
376

B376-81/96                    Bed (Complete)

63 x 7 x 47
62 x 78 x 13

58 x 16 x 33
38 x 1 x 38
22 x 16 x 24
32 x 16 x 48

B376 Alisdair
With a warm inviting traditional
design bathed in a deep brown
finish, the beauty of the “Alisdair”
bedroom collection comes to life
in the subtle curves and antique
bronze color hardware creating a
relaxed sophistication that
perfectly transforms the décor of
any bedroom.



B429-150                   Q Hdbh/Ftbd Posts
B -71                     Q s

B -31                     Dresser
B -36                     Mirror
B -93                     Night Stand
B -46                     Chest

429 Hdbh/Ftbd Panel
B429-98                     Q Poster Rails

429
429
429
429

B429-150/71/98         Bed (Complete)

5 x 5 x 61
57 x 1 x 30
57 x 1 x 30

65 x 16 x 40
43 x 1 x 4
27 x 16 x 29
39 x 16 x 50

B429 Wyatt
With beautiful scrolling metal and
a rich brown stained finish, the
early American country style of
the "Wyatt" bedroom collection
creates a warm relaxing
atmosphere for your bedroom
decor. The medium brown cherry
stained finish is perfectly
complemented with the antique
bronze color of the scrolling
metal crown and traditional
styled hardware. With profiled
edges and overlay pilasters
adorning this furniture, the rich
country style perfectly enhances
the beauty of any room. Create
the bedroom of your dreams with
the relaxing country design of the
"Wyatt" bedroom collection.



D158 Theo

D158-233     Counter Height 5 pack    42 x 42 x 36

D154 Maysville

D154-223     Counter Height 5 pack   42 x 42 x 36

With the rich black finished legs supporting the gray tones of the
polyurethane coated print marble table top, the sleek contemporary
design of the “Maysville” dining collection creates comfortable dining
with the stylish look of the black faux leather button-tufted seating.

The rich contemporary style of the "Theo" Counter Height Table
combines faux marble and a warm finish to create dining room
furniture that adds an exciting style to the decor of any home.



D316 Nola

D316-225   Round Table 5 pack  42” round x 30

D295 Cimeran

D295-225    Dining 5 pack   36 x 48 x 30

Made with select veneers and hardwood solids in a medium brown finish.
Clean, contemporary styling. Chair seat is upholstered in a brown PVC.

The scrolling traditional design of the "Nola" dining room collection
merges the beauty of wood and metal to create an elegant vision

that truly transforms the atmosphere of any dining experience.



D328 Lacey

D328-25    Dining Table   38 x 60 x 30
D328-01    Side Chair
D328-00    Bench             46 x 18 x 20

The rich contemporary design of the "Lacey" dining room collection
features faux marble and a subtle rustic beauty to create a
atmosphere that is sure to enhance any dining experience.

D594 Ralene

D594-35  Butterfly Dining Table   42 x 78 x 30
D594-01  Side Chair
D594-00  Bench                             50 x 16 x 19

_____________________

Made with select acacia veneers and hardwood solids. Gently
distressed and burnished dark brown finish. Planked table

design has thick look tops with butterfly leaf.



3150088            Reclining Sofa
3150094            Reclining LS/ w console
3150025            Rocking Recliner

84 x 42 x 41
74 x 42 x 41
38 x 42 x 41

31500 Presley
Espresso
The two-toned contemporary
design along with the plush
comfort of the "Presley-Espresso"
upholstery collection creates a
versatile and stylish collection
that is the perfect choice for any
living room decor. The plush
pillow top arms and thick bustle
back design work with the "scoop"
chaise seating cushions to cradle
you in the comfort you deserve.
With the warm earth-toned fabric
perfectly combined with the rich
faux leather upholstery, this
furniture creates a stylish two-
toned contemporary collection
that fits flawlessly into any home.



3810048
3810049

LF Reclining LS
RF Reclining LS

86 x 40 x 41
86 x 40 x 41

38100 Hewson
Earth
Frame constructions have been
tested with various equipment to
simulate the home and
transportation environments to
insure durability. Corners are
glued, blocked and stapled.
Stripes and patterns are match
cut. All fabrics are pre-approved
for wearability and durability
against AHFA standards



7140088            Reclining Sofa
7140094            Reclining LS w/ console
7140025            Rocking Recliner

91 x 39 x 42
80 x 39 x 42
43 x 39 x 42

71400 Alzena
Gunsmoke
The “Alzena-Gunsmoke”
upholstery collection features a
heavyweight faux leather
upholstery fabric stylishly adorned
with jumbo stitched details that
offers all the beauty and character
of leather in a durable yet
breathable fabric which stylishly
covers the plush divided back and
thick padded arms to create the
ultimate living room collection.



9520188            Reclining Sofa
9520194            Reclining LS/ w console
9520125            Rocking Recliner

87 x 40 x 40
76 x 40 x 40
39 x 40 x 40

95201 Linebacker
Espresso
DuraBlend®/Match upholstery
features DuraBlend® upholstery
in the seating areas with skillfully
matched Polyurethane
everywhere else. The
“Linebacker DuraBlend®
Espresso” upholstery collection
features the rich comfort of
supportive divided back cushions
and plush pillow top arms along
with the smooth reclining function
to make this contemporary styled
furniture the perfect addition to
any living room décor.



9560288           Reclining Sofa
9560286           Reclining LS
9560229           Wallsaver Recliner

84 x 38 x 38
61 x 38 x 38
38 x 38 x 38

95602 Patrickson
Mocha
With the plush divided back
cushions and thick padded arms
all surrounded with a soft
upholstery fabric, the “Patrickson-
Mocha” upholstery collection
beautifully blends contemporary
style with the ultimate in relaxing
comfort to create the perfect
addition to any living environment.



9630088            Reclining Sofa
9630086            Reclining LS
9630025            Rocker Recliner

90 x 42 x 40
67 x 42 x 40
43 x 43 x 40

96300 Woodsdale
Antique
DuraBlend®/Match upholstery
features DuraBlend® upholstery in
the seating areas with skillfully
matched Polyurethane everywhere
else. The inviting contemporary
design of the “Woodsdale
DuraBlend®-Antique” upholstery
collection features the comfort of
the supportive divided backs and
plush rolled arms along with the
stylish beauty of the rich
DuraBlend® upholstery adorned
with rich finished showood to
create the ultimate in living room
furniture.



65000 Rutledge - Java

6500025     Rocker Recliner    35 x 39 x 41

17503 Raulo - Burgundy

1750325     Rocker Recliner    35 x 39 x 41

With rich faux leather upholstery stylishly adorned with stitched
detailing surrounding the plush padded arms and back, the “Rutledge”

rocker recliner collection takes the contemporary design and infuses
it with plush comfort to create the perfect addition to any room.

Frame constructions have been tested to simulate the home and
transportation environments to insure durability. All fabrics are
pre-approved for wearability and durability against AHFA standards.
All metal construction to the floor for strength and durability.



70604 Dylan Durablend - Onxy

7060425     Rocker Recliner    41 x 40 x 40

70603 Dylan Durablend - Espresso

7060325     Rocker Recliner    41 x 40 x 40

The curved contemporary design of the “Dylan DuraBlend®” rocker
recliner collection features rich DuraBlend®/Match upholstery along
with the plush padded arms, chaise pad seating and a thick bustle
back design to truly surrounds you in comfort.

The curved contemporary design of the “Dylan DuraBlend®” rocker
recliner collection features rich DuraBlend®/Match upholstery along

with the plush padded arms, chaise pad seating and a thick
bustle back design to truly surrounds you in comfort.



73203 Gambler Durablend - Sedona

7320325     Rocker Recliner    42 x 40 x 44

75600 Durapella - Cafe

7560029     Zero Wall Recliner    34 x 42 x 41

Featuring soft earth-toned upholstery and a supportive comfortable
design, the "Durapella®" "0" Wall recliners are the exceptional

choice to enhance the beauty and comfort of any living area.

Bustle back design features stitched details and welting accents.
Features pillow top arms and seating cushion. Features
DuraBlend®/Match upholstery. Frame constructions have been tested
to simulate the home and transportation environments to insure durability.



76401 Paramount - Brindle

7640129     Media Chair    42 x 41 x 44

77200 Taboo - Caramel

7720025     Rocker Recliner    42 x 42 x 43

Frame constructions have been tested to simulate the home
and transportation environments to insure durability. Corners

are glued, blocked and stapled. Stripes and patterns are match cut.
All fabrics are pre-approved for wearability and durability.

If you're looking to create an exciting and comfortable living area,
look no further than "ParamountDuraBlend®-Brindle"

7640106     Power Media Chair 42 x 41 x 44



Chairside Tables

T007-158      Faux Marble Top
T007-319      Oak veneer and hardwood solids - Mission
T007-371      Birch veneer and hardwood solids - Almost Black
T007-430      Oak veneer and hardwood solids
T007-527      Cherry veneer and hardwood solids - Traditional

Different variety of chairside end tables. Colors range from medium brown to almost black.

13 x 22 x 23
13 x 22 x 23
13 x 22 x 23
13 x 22 x 23
13 x 22 x 23

T007-319 T007-371 T007-430 T007-527T007-158



W319 Cross Island

W319-18   42” TV Stand
W319-28   50” TV Stand
W319-38   60” TV Stand

W276 Ellenton

W276-60 Ashley Ellenton TV Console
58.82 x 19.76 x 27.2

Deep espresso finish over replicated oak grain. Deeply
scalloped top & bottom drawer edges create a "bow tie" look on
the case fronts. Pewter color faceted handles echo the "bow tie"
look of the drawer fronts.

Made with select oak veneers and hardwood solids. Mission styled
cast hardware in an aged bronze color finish. Framed doors have

mission styled overlay slats. TV stand features adjustable shelf.
Vented media storage. Cord management throughout.

W319-38

W319-28W319-18



W403 Pinella

W403-60 Ashley Pinella TV Console    59.61 x 19.76 x 23.9

Merlot finish over replicated mahogany grain. Side roller glide
drawer system for smooth operating drawer. Front glass doors and
adjustable shelves. Sharp looking reeded moulding.
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